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About This Game

Slice and dice! Beat Ninja is a rhythm based VR game that has you cutting up music like never before. Slice through the music
notes as the fly at you from all angles while a tower defense mini-game plays out to your actions. Works with any .wav, .mp3,

.flac, .aif, or .ogg file and supports user made beat maps in addition to auto-generated ones.

Features
-Use your own music or stream right from YouTube

-Auto-generated and custom beat map support
-Dual wield giant swords!
-Hot, music slicing action!

-2 games in 1 with a unique TD health bar
-Customize how you slice with 9 different swords to choose from!
-Beat map creator so you can slice up your music how YOU like!
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Title: Beat Ninja
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Xelphyre Games
Publisher:
Xelphyre Games
Release Date: 12 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 x64+

Processor: Intel Core i5-2500 equivalent or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970 equivalent or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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Genre - Grid based movement RPG

I grew up on Dungeon Master, Ishar, Eye of the Beholder and Bloodwych and have fond memories of these games. I do
appreciate the more open worlded RPGs of today but I will still occasionally go back to retro style games. I played through
Legend of Grimrock 1,2 and Ruzar recently and enjoyed them all.

Okay so this game plays a bit different to other games in the genre. You have a party of characters but can't position them. They
all stand in a row of 4. Monster attacks will AOE attempt to hit all of them but damage is concentrated on your melee fighters.
Also you can't dance around the monsters to avoid damage as you will take flee damage. Once you get used to the mechanics the
combat is quite satisfying.

You have bows, magic and the usual melee weapons to use. You can also find various armour pieces that will boost your stats
sligtly. You may need to sleep after every fight though especially if lacking a priest class.

I managed to solve most of the puzzles with no help. This means that none were too obtuse and the few I couldn't be bothered
with were not required to complete the game on normal mode.

I have spoken to the devloper and given him feedback and he has been very receptive and not defensive like some. Mainly I
think there is an over reliance on the Priest class, although a common issue in most RPGs It hinders the party diversity. Also you
get set skills per level up not allowing any customisation.

The graphics look on a par with Grimrock and the monsters look cool whilst they attempt to kill you. You can get surrrounded
in a few areas, and this should be avoided if possible as these fights rarely go in your favour.

For the price I think this games satisfies and look forward to the developers promised updates and hopefully a sequel.. Tepid
recommendation. The graphics and settings are very good, and the voice acting is great. The overall immersion is well done. All
objects can be manipulated, a big plus for VR.

The puzzles are repetitive to the point of irritation. When you have to repeat the same very basic shape matching puzzle over
and over with a voice in your ear saying "very good" everytime you match shapes like a child, it gets old fast. The pace is slow
and lacks the sense of mystery that the game should evoke.

Recommend on sale because of the immersion and graphics.. The Next Door is really weird game based on puzzles. Game is a
bit short but its enough. Next Door is mind bending environment and average not too hard puzzle game. Game progression is
very simple based on going from doors to doors. Entire game is made with interesting 3D graphics. This game so far has only a
few controls. It is very easy to get used to and with only a limited amount of controls you can be a badass punching and dashing
around.
If you want to be a badass with awesome graphics pick this game up!. This is a original PCMR title no doubt!

10/10 Legendary. The steering in this one is so sensitive it's insane. You just tap the right key and turn 90 degrees in a
milisecond. Racing in this game is basically a quick time event.
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The main plot is pretty bad.

From the other hand, there is a lot of good storytelling hidden in it. Destroyed villages and cultures, some suggested
relationships between characters, various routes.

Still, though, it's too basic as far as the writing goes. Good humans, evil goblins (they are evil = they torture people), great war
between nations, the main hero with amnesia. There are some role-playing choices, but not too many. In most of the cases you
can either accept a quest or refuse it (what gives you no value whatsoever), threaten someone to give you more money (which
almost never works) and basically you can only choose between being an annoying a s s hole or a good guy.

When you get actual choices, it get's quite interesting. But generally speaking, I don't think you should play Eschalon: Book I for
its writing.

As far as the gameplay goes, it has A LOT of walking and some cool strategic fights with strong RNG elements. The basics are
very strong, but there are some details that provide issues or don't work well with each other. Some abilities are overall useless,
while others are very significant. Most of the strategic value seems to be addressed toward melee characters - I played as a
ranger and while I used a bow, there were a lot of enemies that were very punishing (even exploding) when they were dying next
to you. Some of this depth vanishes when you can keep a large distance.

Magic in this game is great. Various spells are focused on utility and even a fighter should play around with some basics spells
during its adventures. It has some The Elder Scrolls vibe, but I found myself needing to use spells in this game much more.
Also, you never reach the point of becoming hilariously overpowered aside of the very end of the game, where it gets rewarding
and satisfying.

At the same time, the character creation was quite pleasant. You can screw yourself in many ways if you don't know which skills
are strong and which aren't, but it's nothing like the oldest TES games where you were spending half an hour reading everything.
The only problem is the "roll your stats" elements. I hope the sequels avoided it.

 It's a 5/10 game. 6/10 if you like RPGs, 7/10 if you like open world RPGs, 8/10 if you absolutely don't care about bad story.
I'm definitely going to play the first sequel next.. Exellent, very organic exploration. Try scrollwheel down to walk to your
cursor, scrollwheel up to look towards your cursor. Switching to left click for acting upon tiles and right click for examining
tiles and their content.

A variety of enemy tactics and effects combined with an everchanging and very dangerous playfield make combat quite
interesting.. First off, i've been playing Supreme Ruler games since 2020, and all Supreme ruler games are TIME
CONSUMING if you have that "Dominate the world" mindset. I'll get right to the pros and cons of the game

Pros
____
- VERY strategic, at times, actually difficult. (I think thats a good thing.)
- Military research tree has a lot of units
- Economic system is semi complex and polished out. (Nothing new if you've played the other SR games, though.)
- More options in Diplomacy tabs.
- Axis and Allied powers that CAN be shifted (Example: Russia became axis rather than ally, I succeeded in becoming an allied
power in the game as Japan)

Cons
____
- Clunky UI
- Lots of bugs
- If you don't have oil you are useless. (I have to spend about 5-6 months trading majority of my cash money on oil and get a
HUGE stockpile (16 mil barrels or so.) just before i decide to go to war.
- Game AI is STUPID. You need to handle everything yourself, which can make you feel overwhelmed
- Your troops run out of fuel very easily, making them USELESS.
- Dont expect updates for this game.
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- other countries always spam trade requests that usually suck for you. usually.
- Some countries are absolutely useless.
- Some Graphic cards make this game unplayable (Example :NVIDIA GEFORCE) they havent been able to play in 2020,
though i havent tested this in SR 1936, but i would expect the results to be the same so if you have a Geforce do some research
first.

ALL IN ALL 6.5\/10. Took me a little while to get my brain into gear with this one, but when I did, I was presented with a
simple and elegant Tower Defence title.

There is no deep and meaningful background story (it is not an RPG after all) and the graphics are simple but more than
adequate.

You will have to think your way through this one, and it has been an enjoyable experience - I am a couple of levels from
finishing the game. Tower placement and the timing of that placement can be very important. The increase in level difficulty
has a nice sense of progression.

There are a number of maps where you can make limited map changes, and is a great feature. In-game achievements (for
various awards) gives extra life to already completed levels.
The developers have shown themselves very responsive to queries.

Overall one of my best Tower Defence experiences.

P.S. Particularly like the background music (never thought I would put that in a review) - reminds me of my Leo Kottke days!.
20 hours as of now and I'm loving it. Of course there are bugs and misspelled text but devs are active on dealing with this, we'll
see if they update quickly or if it's a slow death like most Early Access games. Seems promising with how active they are on
steam forums though.
  A bit lack luster for upgrades, best to stick with pistols so far due ammo costs and weapon skills. Skills are basic, 1 skill point
per 5 levels is a bit old school. It's still early, will update this as they update the game. GOOD LUCK STALKER!. I've been
searching for a tool to manipulate polygons, and I can't find anything better than this. This is after trying maya, mondo, and any
other relevant software that is free or looks like it's aimed at poly shaping. I think I'm haivng trouble with naming files, but I
might just have to read the manual.. FREE TO PLAY GJ M8 I R8 8/8. this is 1 of the best games i ever played
guys buy it its fun
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